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Abstract 
The experience curve theory assumes that technology costs decline as experience of 
a technology is gained through production and use. This article reviews the literature 
on the experience curve theory and its empirical evidence in the field of electricity 
generation technologies. Differences in the characteristics of experience curves 
found in the literature are systematically presented and the limitations of the 
experience curve theory, as well as its use in energy models, are discussed. The 
article finds that for some electricity generation technologies, especially small-scale 
modular technologies, there has been a remarkably strong (negative) relationship 
between experience and cost for several decades. Conversely, for other technologies, 
especially large-scale and highly complex technologies, the experience curve does 
not appear to be a useful tool for explaining cost changes over time. The literature 
review suggests that when analysing past cost developments and projecting future 
cost developments, researchers should be aware that factors other than experience 
may have significant influence. It may be worthwhile trying to incorporate some of 
these additional factors into energy system models, although considerable 
uncertainties remain in quantifying the relevance of some of these factors. 
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1. Introduction 
Access to electricity is widely regarded as a prerequisite for ensuring a high standard 
of living, yet more than one billion people globally still lack access to electricity [1]. 
One of the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is, therefore, to 
“ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy services” by 2030 
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[2]. At the same time, decarbonisation scenarios for many different countries agree 
that substituting fossil fuel use with electricity in final energy demand (e.g. switching 
from conventional to electric vehicles) is a key element of decarbonisation strategies 
[3]. Electricity demand is, consequently, expected to continue to increase globally in 
the decades to come, while electricity supply will simultaneously need to undergo a 
transformation towards low or zero-carbon technologies. 
As a wide variety of electricity generation technologies exist using either fossil fuels, 
nuclear energy or renewable energy sources, this leads to the following question: 
which technologies should be used to what extent to meet future electricity demand? 
Ideally, electricity supply should evolve in a way which allows electricity demand to 
be met at the lowest cost to society. Although the societal costs of electricity supply 
include system and external costs in addition to the plant level costs of generating 
electricity, the plant level costs are an important component of the overall societal 
costs.  
A widely-used method for anticipating future changes in the costs of electricity 
generation technologies (as well as other technologies) is the experience curve 
approach. This approach assumes that technology costs decline as experience of a 
technology is gained through its production and use. Empirical evidence indeed 
demonstrates a strong negative correlation between experience and cost for various 
electricity generation technologies, with costs declining at a certain rate – the so-
called learning rate – for each doubling of a technology’s capacity. Based on 
assumptions about future deployment levels, this relationship can be used to 
anticipate future changes in the cost of electricity generation technologies, e.g. by 
assuming that the learning rates observed in the past will remain stable in the future. 
During the past two decades the experience curve approach has been used 
increasingly in energy modelling to endogenise future cost developments by 
representing an interrelationship between a technology’s cost and its deployment [4–
11]. 
This article reviews the literature on the experience curve theory and on its empirical 
evidence in the field of electricity generation technologies. A number of reviews of 
experience curve literature have previously been published, covering both electricity 
generation technologies in general [4,12,13] and individual technologies, such as 
wind [14–16] and solar PV [17]. This article aims to complement the existing literature 
and specifically the recent review study by Rubin et al. [13], by: 

• providing a systematic overview of the differences in the characteristics of 
experience curves for electricity generation technologies; 

• providing a structured discussion of the limitations of the experience curve 
theory and the use of learning rates (including suggestions on how 
researchers can deal with these limitations); 

• including additional and more recent empirical literature sources on 
experience curves for electricity generation technologies; and 

• deriving plausible ranges of future learning rates for electricity generation 
technologies. 

Section 2 introduces the experience curve theory and discusses the differences in 
experience curve characteristics, as well as the theory’s limitations. Section 3 
provides an overview and a discussion of the learning rates observed for electricity 
generation technologies in the past, distinguishing between onshore wind plants, 
offshore wind plants, photovoltaic (PV) systems, concentrating solar thermal power 
(CSP) plants, biomass power plants, nuclear power plants, coal power plants and 
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natural gas power plants. Section 4 attempts to derive plausible ranges of future 
learning rates, drawing on the findings from Section 2 and Section 3. Finally, Section 
5 draws conclusions and provides suggestions for future research in the field. 

2. The experience curve theory 

2.1. Deployment-induced learning and the experience curve theory 
A large volume of empirical research indicates that specific costs fall as experience 
gained from the production and use of a particular technology increases. Initially, 
such learning was investigated at individual company level but, progressively, similar 
observations were made at industry level. These industry level observations suggest 
that a significant share of the knowledge gained by individual companies and their 
customers through experience can ultimately be appropriated by other companies 
and customers (i.e. the spillover effect). Alternatively, or additionally, some learning 
may take place at industry level; for example, through exchanges between company 
representatives within associations or at conferences. 
The literature suggests that experience gained by deployment can lead to learning 
through at least three different channels: 

• Learning-by-doing: as more and more units of a technology are produced, 
managers gain experience with the production process and may learn how to 
improve it, e.g. by increasing work specialisation or by reducing waste. 
Workers may become more efficient in their respective tasks as they 
continuously repeat their individual production steps.  

• Learning-by-using: this can be regarded as the “demand-side counterpart” [18] 
of learning-by-doing. Users may gain experience by using a technology and 
learn how to install and operate it more efficiently. The existence of formal 
user groups who interact with each other can strengthen this kind of learning 
through networking effects [19].  

• Learning-by-interacting: by informing them about problems related to the use 
of a technology, users enable manufacturers to learn from actual on-site 
experiences of the product. Manufacturers can use this information to improve 
their respective products [20,21]. Furthermore, companies, users and other 
stakeholders – such as research institutes and policy makers – can learn from 
one another through the formal and informal exchange of information [22–24]. 

A relationship between specific costs and experience has been empirically observed 
for numerous technologies in various fields [25–27]. As early as the 1930s, a 
negative correlation between specific costs and production volume was documented 
for airplanes by Wright [28]. He observed a steady decrease in the specific amount of 
labour and material input required as the cumulative construction of airplanes 
increased [28]. This relationship is nowadays referred to as a learning curve. 
Subsequently, the concept has typically been applied to the total costs of a product, 
including the combined effect of learning, scale and potentially other factors. The 
concept is now also commonly applied to entire industries, not only to single 
companies. The curves derived from this broader understanding of the concept can 
be referred to as experience curves [29].1 Such experience curves can capture the 
three different channels of deployment-induced learning, as described above. 

																																																								
1 However, as Junginger et al. [26] note, many authors today use the term “learning curve” as a 
synonym for “experience curve”.  
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However, they are not able to separate the individual effects of each channel of 
learning. 
An experience curve typically describes the relationship between a technology’s 
specific costs (expressed in real terms) as the dependent variable and the 
technology’s experience as the independent variable. 2  The experience of a 
technology is depicted on the horizontal axis of a two-dimensional coordinate system, 
while the associated costs are depicted on the vertical axis. Typically, in the early 
stages of deployment, technology costs decrease more steeply for a set increase in 
production than in the later stages of deployment. Therefore, when costs are 
depicted on a double-logarithmic scale, experience curves tend to take a more or 
less linear form. 
An experience curve can be described by either the learning rate or the progress 
ratio it depicts. The learning rate (LR) is the rate at which a technology’s costs are 
found to decrease for each doubling of experience. The progress ratio (PR) is an 
alternative way of describing this relationship and can be defined as: 
PR = 1 – LR 
It informs about the relative technology costs remaining after a doubling of 
experience. 
Figure 1 depicts two experience curves as examples. One of the curves shows the 
development of the average global PV module price from 1975 to 2015 and 
describes a learning rate of 22%. The curve’s R2 value is 0.93.3 The other curve 
shows the development of wind power project costs in the USA between 1983 and 
2015 and describes a learning rate of 6%. Its R2 value is 0.33, considerably lower 
than that of the PV module price curve. 

																																																								
2  While experience curves are typically used to investigate the relationship between costs and 
experience, other characteristics of technologies can also be related to experience. In the case of 
electricity supply technologies, for example, experience curves have also been constructed for the 
thermal efficiency of coal power plants [30], for the capacity factor of nuclear power plants [31] and for 
the energy required to manufacture PV modules and systems [32]. 
3 R2 is the coefficient of determination, a measure of the curve’s goodness of fit. It takes on values 
between 0 and 1, with an R2 of 1 indicating that the regression line perfectly fits the data. 
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Figure 1: Experience curves for global solar PV module manufacturing (1975-2015) and for 
wind power projects in the USA (1983-2015) 

 
Data sources: [33–39] 
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Experience curves in the literature for electricity generation technologies differ in 
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Table 1: Differences in the characteristics of experience curves for electricity generation 
technologies a, b 

Methodology  
Factors considered • Only experience 

• Experience and one or more additional factors 

Use of costs or of prices • Market costs 
• Market prices (as a proxy for market costs) 

Experience curve continuity • Continuous curve and stable learning rate 
• Discontinuous curve and varying learning rate 

Learning system boundary  
Level of perspective • Production perspective (company level) 

• Market perspective (industry level) 

Object of investigation • Specific part of a power plant technology 
• Power plant technology 
• Power plant project (e.g. including construction) 

Definition of specific costs (dependent variable)  
Product definition • Technology costs 

• Investment costs 
• Costs per unit of electricity generated 

Geographical scope c • Costs from an individual country 
• Costs from a group of countries 
• Costs from all relevant countries 

Definition of experience (independent variable) 
Product definition • Cumulative capacity 

• Cumulative number of plants or parts of plants 
• Cumulative electricity generation 

Geographical scope c • Experience within an individual country 
• Experience within a group of countries 
• Global experience  

a It should be noted that not all combinations of these characteristics lead to meaningful experience 
curves. For example, if the object of investigation is a specific part of a power plant technology, it 
would not be consistent to choose the costs per unit of electricity generated as the dependent variable, 
as these costs are also influenced by the costs of all other parts of the plant. Instead, one would 
choose the technology costs of that specific part. 
b The most common form of each characteristic found in the experience curve literature is indicated by 
italic font. 
c For geographical scope, it is not obvious which form is the most commonly used in the experience 
curve literature. However, for some technologies the preferred choice is clear: for PV technology, 
costs from all relevant countries and global experience are typically chosen, while for wind turbines 
both costs and experience usually relate to an individual country or to a small group of countries. 
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Methodological issues 

The traditional one-factor experience curve uses only experience as the independent 
variable to explain cost changes over time. However, this approach potentially suffers 
from the problem of omitted variable bias (as explained in Section 2.3 below) and, as 
a result, some authors have suggested the construction of multi-factor experience 
curves and associated learning rates. These curves aim to properly consider and 
isolate the combined effect of other relevant factors in order to derive a “true” 
learning rate [24]. While theoretically appealing, multi-factor experience curves are 
difficult to construct due to data limitations. For example, learning through research 
and development or spillover effects from other industries are difficult to reliably 
quantify. Furthermore, experience and other factors explaining cost changes often 
show high levels of multicollinearity, making it difficult to distinguish between the 
effects of experience and the other factors [40–43]. 
Most of the available empirical studies that construct experience curves for electricity 
generation technologies do not use technology costs as the dependent variable – as 
would be theoretically preferable – but instead use a technology’s market price. 
Market prices are frequently used as a proxy for market costs, as the former are 
more readily available [22]. See Section 2.3 for a discussion of the problems 
associated with using price data instead of cost data. 
It is typically assumed in experience curve theory and application that individual 
technologies exhibit stable learning rates, i.e. continuous experience curves that take 
the form of single linear curves when depicted on log-log scales. However, some 
empirical studies find that two or more periods with separate learning rates better 
describe the historical cost (or price) development of a certain electricity generation 
technology [for example 44–46]. In such cases, a technology’s experience curve 
shows discontinuities. 
Learning system boundaries 

Most experience curves for electricity generation technologies are constructed based 
on an industry level (or market) perspective. In such a perspective, the combined 
learning effects of all companies offering a certain type of power plant technology are 
analysed. The independent variable is defined as the cumulative experience of all 
companies, while the dependent variable is defined as the average cost or average 
market price. This perspective implicitly assumes that inter-company learning 
spillovers are significant, or that learning predominantly takes place at industry level. 
However, a limited number of literature sources also develop experience curves for 
individual companies or a confined group of companies [for example 47–52]. This 
company level (or production) perspective attempts to identify the learning that takes 
place within individual companies, although this learning can be supported by 
industry level spillovers. 
When power plant technologies consist of different parts that are assumed to exhibit 
distinct learning rates or different deployment curves, it is more consistent to 
construct separate learning rates for these individual parts instead of a single 
learning rate for the entire technology [53]. For example, it has been suggested that 
separate experience curves should be constructed for the main elements of 
concentrating solar thermal power plants [54]. For these plants, three main 
components can be differentiated: the collector field, the thermal storage system and 
the power block. All three elements of the power plant are distinct technologies and 
none of them share the same development of experience. 
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Experience curve analysis can relate not only to the power plant technology (e.g. 
wind turbines) or parts of that technology (e.g. rotor blades); it can also refer to an 
entire power plant project (e.g. wind farms). In that case, costs related inter alia to 
on-site construction, grid connection and/or the costs of obtaining approval to build 
the plant are included. All these additional costs, as well as any learning realised by 
these additional elements of the power plant project, are included in the experience 
curve and the resultant learning rate as the system boundary is expanded [14]. 
Definition of specific costs 
Experience curves for electricity generation technologies either use a technology’s 
specific capacity costs, a power plant’s specific investment costs or its specific 
electricity generation costs as the dependent variable. The choice of the type of cost 
is closely related to the learning system boundary (see above). When only the 
technology itself, or a certain part of the technology, is investigated, technology 
capacity costs should be chosen as the cost dimension. When, on the other hand, 
entire power plant projects are investigated, either investment costs or electricity 
generation costs should be analysed, as these include all other cost elements of a 
project. These additional cost elements include on-site construction or installation 
costs and grid-connection costs and – in the case of electricity generation costs – 
also include operating and maintenance costs, fuel costs, decommissioning costs 
and the cost of capital [14].4 
Most studies, especially those looking at wind and solar PV technologies, focus on 
the technology itself and use specific capacity costs. They may do this in order to 
focus on the learning-by-experience reflected in plant manufacture.5 After all, it could 
be argued that other elements of electricity generation costs, such as construction or 
installation costs, operating and maintenance costs and fuel costs do not benefit from 
experience or might be subject to learning rates that are very different from those 
observed in the manufacturing process. However, there are also arguments in favour 
of using specific electricity generation costs. For investors, as well as for society as a 
whole, the generation costs are more relevant than the capacity costs when 
assessing and comparing different power plant technologies. Some technological 
improvements do not manifest themselves in lower specific capacity costs but still 
lead to lower specific electricity generation costs. For example, technological 
improvements in wind turbine design may enable higher full load hours at any 
specific site. Furthermore, improvements in operation and maintenance 
(corresponding to the above-mentioned learning-by-using) are only captured when 
specific electricity generation costs are used as the dependent variable. 
It should, therefore, be kept in mind that learning rates based on technology costs or 
investment costs do not necessarily closely correlate with these technologies’ 
generation-based learning rates. Differences can be especially marked for 
technologies for which other cost elements, such as fuel costs, play a large role (e.g. 
fossil fuel power plants) or for technologies for which design improvements can lead 
to higher achievable full load hours (e.g. wind power).  

																																																								
4 It is noteworthy that demand-side learning (“learning-by-using”, see Section 2.1 above) can only fully 
be taken into account by experience curves that use electricity generation costs as their measure for 
specific costs, as these costs include working stages where demand-side learning can take place, 
such as installation or operating and maintenance. 
5 Another reason why much of the empirical experience curve literature focuses on capacity costs may 
be because these figures are more readily available than investment costs or generation costs. This 
holds true when prices are used as a proxy for costs, which is a typical approach.  
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Costs can be based on data from a single country, from a group of countries or from 
all countries in which a technology is manufactured (production perspective) or used 
(market perspective). If learning is assumed to be mostly industry-wide and global in 
nature, as in the case of PV module manufacture [55,56] and wind turbine 
manufacture [14,57], global data, or at least data from as many countries as possible, 
should preferably be considered. This reduces the risk of unwittingly capturing unique 
country-specific cost or price swings during the time period considered. If, on the 
other hand, learning is assumed to be mostly national, as in the case of PV plants’ 
balance of system costs [19], national cost data should be used to capture the effects 
of national learning. 
Definition of experience 

Experience as the independent variable of an experience curve can be defined either 
as a technology’s cumulative capacity built, its cumulative number of plants (or parts 
of plants) built or its cumulative electricity generation [46,58]. Choosing an 
appropriate definition of experience is case-sensitive and is again closely related to 
how the learning system boundary is defined (see above). That is, it requires 
consideration about where exactly experience is expected to occur [22,59]. If, for 
example, experience is largely expected to occur in the manufacturing process, 
cumulative capacity should be chosen. If, however, learning can be expected to 
occur to a large extent during the on-site installation or construction of single power 
plants, irrespective of their size (as may be the case for nuclear power plants which 
are large and complex in nature), cumulative number of plants should be chosen. 
Finally, if significant learning is expected to occur not only during manufacture and 
installation but also during the operation of power plants (or if learning during 
manufacture or installation has an effect on full load hours or efficiency), cumulative 
electricity generation might be an appropriate definition of experience – if the aim is 
to capture the combined learning [60]. 
As in the case of the geographical scope of specific costs, the geographical scope of 
experience should consider the level at which learning is expected to occur. 
Consequently, the geographical scope of specific costs and experience should 
ideally be identical [14,61]. 

2.3. Limitations of the experience curve concept 
The literature on experience curves widely acknowledges and discusses the 
limitations of the concept. While many authors nonetheless believe experience curve 
analysis to be useful in describing and understanding past technology cost 
developments and learning about possible future developments, some authors [e.g. 
62–64] are highly critical of the traditional one-factor experience curve concept in 
general and of the use and interpretation of experience curve results in particular. 
This section discusses the key limitations of the traditional one-factor experience 
curve concept and includes suggestions on how researchers can deal with these. 
The limitations can be classified in three categories, as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Key limitations of the traditional one-factor experience curve theory 

Criticism of the theoretical concept 
• Concept implies that experience is the only driver of technology cost changes 

• Effect of experience tends to be overestimated (omitted variable bias) 

• Concept cannot prove that experience is indeed the cause of observed cost changes 

• High level of aggregation does not allow for a deeper understanding of cost drivers 

• Aspects of technological change that have no impact on market costs are neglected 

Criticism of the empirical data 
• Frequently used prices are often an inadequate proxy for costs 

• Uncertainty in historic cost data can lead to substantive learning rate uncertainty 

Criticism of the use of learning rates  
• Learning rates are often uncritically assumed to remain constant in the future 

• Uncertainties are frequently neglected when using learning rates in energy models 

 
Criticism of the theoretical concept 

A key criticism of the traditional one-factor experience curve concept is its implication 
that experience is the only driver of technology cost changes. Many academics point 
out that a number of other factors have been found to play significant roles in 
influencing technology cost developments, but these are not explicitly taken into 
account in experience curve analysis [for example 10]. These other factors notably 
include [43]: 

• Learning through RD&D 
• Knowledge spillovers from other technologies 
• Economies of unit scale (upsizing) 
• Economies of scale (mass production) 
• Cost changes of input materials and labour 
• Changes in regulations 

One-factor experience curves not only fail to appreciate these factors’ respective 
roles in technology cost developments, but can also lead to omitted variable bias, i.e. 
the overestimation of the relevance of experience in reducing technology costs (as 
well as by the learning rates derived from these curves).6 
Omitted variable bias occurs when neglected additional independent variables are 
correlated not only with technology costs but also with experience [65]. Experience, 
for example, usually has a strong correlation with time, as may be the case for other 
relevant variables such as knowledge stock (gained through R&D), economies of 
scale or the suspected influence of inter-industry spillovers [57,62,63]. As a result, 
the high correlation between experience and technology costs, as suggested by 
many experience curves derived from historic data, may actually be (to some extent) 
a misrepresentation caused by the correlation between experience and other key 

																																																								
6 In principle, omitted variable bias may lead to either over or under-estimation of the effect of a 
chosen variable (in this case experience). However, as the omitted variables typically deemed to be of 
significance tend to reduce technology costs, their omission usually results in the cost reduction effect 
of experience to be over-estimated. 
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cost-influencing factors omitted from the analysis. Based on a literature review of 
studies deriving learning rates for PV technology, de la Tour et al. [41] find that PV 
learning rates based on multi-factor experience curves are considerably lower than 
PV learning rates based on models with experience only. They conclude: “This 
suggests that the experience parameter is seriously biased when it is the only 
explanatory variable as it captures the influence of other drivers.” [41] 
Some critics maintain that even if there is acceptance of a strong correlation between 
technology costs and experience, this does not necessarily mean that experience 
drives down costs. Instead, the causal relationship may work the other way around: 
cost decreases (brought about by various factors other than experience) may lead to 
more rapid technology deployment as the technology becomes economically more 
attractive [9,10]. 
The experience curve concept is also criticised for its high level of aggregation, as 
the concept does not attempt to explain exactly how experience leads to cost 
reductions [62,66]. For example, the significance of learning-by-doing compared to 
learning-by-using or learning-by-interacting cannot be revealed by simple experience 
curve analysis. Similarly, Nemet [29] points out that unlike the original company level 
learning curve concept, in which learning is assumed to stem from employee 
productivity within individual plants, the industry level experience curve concept is 
based on the strong assumption that each company benefits from the collective 
experience of all companies. In other words, the concept “assumes homogenous 
knowledge spillovers among firms” [29]. 
It should also be noted that the experience curve does not necessarily capture all 
types of improvements in electricity supply technologies. This is because such 
improvements do not necessarily manifest themselves in plant level cost reductions. 
Beyond this single dimension, technological improvements may lead to reductions in 
external costs, such as air pollution mitigation or improvements in the quality of 
electricity generation, e.g. with regard to generation reliability or a technology’s 
contribution to grid stability [29]. 
This criticism of the theoretical concept of the experience curve can be addressed by 
researchers by: 

• discussing the possible influences (and interdependencies) of factors other 
than experience on cost changes and deriving learning rates that take relevant 
cost-influencing factors other than experience into account [17,24,57,67–69]; 

• preparing in-depth case studies of individual technologies’ learning systems 
[29,70]; 

• and reflecting whether past learning may also have reduced non-plant level 
costs (such as external costs). 

Criticism of the empirical data used 

For reasons of data availability, market prices as a proxy for market costs are 
frequently used as the dependent variable in the construction of experience curves. It 
is often argued that in competitive markets a very close correlation between costs 
and prices can be assumed (as companies that charge prices considerably higher 
than their costs will not remain competitive). However, critics point out that this is not 
necessarily the case in real world markets. Instead, individual technology suppliers 
may exert market power over prolonged periods of time, allowing them to charge 
considerable mark-ups. If the mark-up between costs and market price is assumed to 
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be constant but, in fact, varies considerably over time, wrong conclusions about the 
actual experience curve and its associated learning rate are likely to be drawn [22,58]. 
Furthermore, reliable historic cost and even price data is often difficult to source. 
Especially for the early years of a technology’s deployment, data is often scarce and 
uncertain, as early markets are small and the prices charged in niche markets by 
only a few market actors are not always publicised. This uncertainty about early costs 
or prices can be a problem for experience curves as the early data in particular can 
have a significant influence on the slope of the experience curve and, consequently, 
its learning rate [29]. 
This criticism of the empirical data used can be addressed by researchers by: 

• discussing to what extent prices and costs might deviate during the observed 
time period and – if possible – making efforts to correct observed prices for 
market power [29]; 

• and stepping up efforts to obtain reliable historic cost or price data (e.g. by 
carefully analysing existing datasets) and refraining from using data that 
appears to be unreliable [71]. 

Criticism of the use of learning rates  
A key objective of deriving historic experience curves for individual technologies is to 
gain information about their possible future experience/cost relationship. In this 
regard, it is often assumed that learning rates observed in the past will remain 
constant in the future. Critics of this approach emphasise that it should not be taken 
for granted that past experience curves can simply be extrapolated [53,65,72]. Since 
simple experience curve analysis does not provide details about the deeper cost 
drivers (see above), it is considered problematic to assume that the relationship 
between experience and cost will remain constant in the future. For example, 
assuming constant learning rates does not take into account possible future 
constraints to learning; for example, in the form of physical limits to conversion 
efficiency improvements or to material reductions. Equally, it does not allow for the 
consideration of possible future technological breakthroughs, which would manifest 
themselves in experience curve discontinuities [22,29,73]. 
More specifically, learning rates are often used in energy models to describe the 
future relationship between deployment and costs. Critics argue that these models 
should not use single values for each technology’s learning rate, as is often the case, 
but should instead use a range of values. Using only single values, the critics argue, 
leads to a false sense of certainty regarding the potential future cost reductions of 
individual technologies.7  
This criticism of the use of learning rates can be addressed by researchers by: 

• critically reflecting whether observed learning rates in the past can reasonably 
be expected to remain stable in the future, especially in the medium to long 
term [4,54,74,75]; 

																																																								
7 Such a false sense of certainty is especially problematic because even relatively small variations in a 
technology’s assumed future learning rate can have considerable implications for its long-term role in 
a cost-optimal energy system. For example, back in the year 2000, an IEA report [59] estimated that a 
future PV learning rate of 22% would mean that the technology would become cost-competitive once it 
reached a cumulative capacity of 150 GW, requiring learning investments (i.e. additional costs 
compared with the costs of a technology that is initially cost-efficient) of 40 billion USD. At a slightly 
lower learning rate of 18%, cost-competitiveness would only be reached at 600 GW, and would 
require considerably higher learning investments (120 billion USD). 
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• and performing several model runs when modelling the future costs of 
individual electricity generation technologies, using ranges of plausible future 
learning rate values in order to reflect the associated uncertainties [17,76]. 

3. Observed experience curves for electricity generation 
technologies 

3.1. General observations 
As part of this review, 67 studies with empirical observations of experience curves 
and associated learning rates for eight different types of electricity generation 
technologies have been identified. Tables A-1 to A-8 in the Appendix list the 
observed learning rates and associated relevant information from these studies. The 
following table provides an overview of the reviewed studies included in Tables A-1 
to A-8. 

Table 3: Overview of the reviewed experience curve studies and their associated learning 
rates as listed in Tables A-1 to A-8 in the Appendix 

Type of 
power 
plant 

Number 
of 

studies 

Number 
of 

learning 
rates 

Geographical domain of experience 
chosen for the learning rates a Period(s) 

covered 
(all studies 
combined) Global European 

countries 
Asian 

countries USA 

Wind 
onshore 30 73 a 17 45 10 3 1971-2012 

Wind 
offshore 2 6 3 3 0 0 1991-2008 

PV 28 63 a 44 10 5 6 1975-2014 

CSP 5 6 2 1 0 3 1984-2013 

Biomass 3 7 0 2 5 0 1980-2002; 
2005-2012 

Nuclear 3 3 0 1 0 2 1960-2002 

Coal 3 6 2 0 0 4 1902-2006 

Natural 
gas 2 5 4 0 0 1 1949-1968; 

1981-1997 

a In the case of wind onshore and PV, the sum of the learning rates listed in the four 
‘Geographical domain’ columns is higher by two than the figure stated in the ‘Number of 
learning rates’ column. This is because for both technologies two learning rates include both 
European countries and the USA in their geographical domains. 

For some technologies, especially for nuclear power plants and natural gas power 
plants, experience curve studies covering more recent time periods are rare or were 
unavailable in the literature. For emerging technologies with very little current market 
relevance (e.g. marine technologies), or for technologies which are characterised by 
high heterogeneity (e.g. geothermal electricity generation), no experience curve 
studies are available. 
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Regarding methodological choices, the tables in the Appendix show that almost all 
the studies use price as a proxy for costs. (While many studies use investment costs, 
these costs include the prices that were paid for the technology, not the cost of 
manufacturing the technology). The tables also show that over the years an 
increasing number of experience curve studies have attempted to consider additional 
independent variables (such as R&D or resource prices) to explain a technology’s 
cost or price developments. Furthermore, by far the majority of experience curves 
constructed for electricity generation technologies refer to the cost developments of 
power plants or parts of power plants, with only a few studies aiming to investigate 
the broader learning system by analysing a technology’s electricity generation costs. 
A comparison of the reported learning rates for all technologies shows that these are 
generally considerably higher for small-scale generation technologies (especially for 
solar PV and onshore wind) than for larger-scale technologies (such as nuclear 
power and offshore wind). It is widely believed that the main reason for these 
differences is the level of standardisation that can be achieved. Small-scale 
technologies, which are manufactured in identical or very similar form in high 
volumes, offer considerable room for standardisation in both their manufacture and 
installation. Conversely, for large-scale power plants much of the construction has to 
take place on-site, as opposed to in factories, limiting the potential for standardisation 
[68]. Trancik [77] argues that the much smaller scale of PV technology compared to 
nuclear power plants also makes it much easier and less costly to conduct innovative 
research and to build demonstration plants. 
For some technologies, namely onshore wind turbines, nuclear power plants and 
coal power plants, observed learning rates tend to be lower for less recent time 
periods. The reasons for these changes in observed learning are technology-specific 
and are discussed in detail in the respective sections below. Finally, it is noticeable 
that the learning rates for conventional power plants, especially for nuclear and 
natural gas power plants, vary considerably from one study and/or time period to 
another. This significant variation indicates that the experience curve concept may 
not be suitable for explaining these technologies’ past and possible future cost 
developments [78,79]. 

3.2. Renewable energy power plants 
Onshore wind power plants 
Many studies have investigated the learning rate of onshore wind power plants. Most 
of these studies use regional or national deployment and price data. Assuming here 
that the learning system for wind turbines is mainly global in nature [14,57,67], it is 
particularly relevant to examine those studies that use global deployment as an 
indicator for experience. The less recent of these global studies [14,42,57,72,80,81] 
typically find learning rates for specific wind turbine prices or project-specific 
investment costs to be in the range of 10% to 19%. However, three studies 
[11,38,67] using more recent data on specific investment costs arrive at lower 
learning rates of only 2% to 8%. 
There are several possible reasons why the learning rates from these three sources, 
which include data up to 2008, 2012 and 2014 respectively, are lower than the 
learning rates identified by older studies: 

• Rising commodity prices 
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Prices for commodities (including steel and copper, which are both relevant 
cost factors in wind turbines) increased considerably during the first decade of 
the century and were especially high between 2005 and 2008 [22,82,83]. 

• Supply constraints due to strong market growth 
Throughout the first decade of the century, global demand for wind turbines 
grew strongly as global annual installed wind capacity grew more than tenfold 
between 2000 and 2009, from 3,760 MW to 38,478 MW [84]. This led to 
supply constraints, allowing turbine manufacturers and component suppliers to 
charge higher prices and increase their profits [22,38]. 

• Limits to learning 
Some authors expect a technology’s learning rate to decline as the technology 
becomes more mature. For example, [85] argue that mature technologies 
typically require more time until they reach doublings in cumulative capacity, 
leading to a higher risk of knowledge depreciation. Another explanation [44] is 
that as technologies become more mature, their inherent cost reduction 
potentials are increasingly exploited. To the extent that the previously 
discussed factors cannot fully explain recent reductions in the learning rate, 
this may be an indication that such a “flattening” of the experience curve for 
wind power plants is indeed taking place.  

It is important to keep in mind that for wind power there is not necessarily a linear 
relationship between rated capacity and electricity generation. Instead, changes in 
turbine design, such as higher towers, longer rotor blades and improved control 
electronics, tend to lead to higher capacity factors by allowing relatively weak and 
erratic wind resources to be captured. Such design changes were observed over the 
years for new wind power plants as these plants were increasingly optimised for use 
at sites with non-optimal wind conditions. However, when deriving experience curves 
based on turbine prices or investment costs, as most studies do, only the costs 
associated with these design changes are taken into account, while the benefits in 
the form of additional electricity generation are not captured [86,87].8  
As a consequence, and as Neij [60] points out, wind power learning rates expressed 
in terms of the levelized production cost of electricity are generally higher than 
learning rates expressed in terms of turbine prices or investment costs. This is 
illustrated by the results of a limited number of studies in Table A-1 [87–89], which 
derive experience curves for both turbine prices or investment costs, as well as for 
electricity generation costs, using the same region and the same or very similar time 
period. 
Offshore wind power plants 
Only a few literature sources derive experience curves for offshore wind technology. 
The two studies identified for this article [45,90] find similar learning rates (between 
0% and 3%) for offshore wind power investment costs, lower than the vast majority of 
values for onshore wind power plants. The values for the coefficient of determination 
(the R2 values) are also lower than typical R2 values of wind onshore experience 
curves. This indicates that the explanatory power of the experience curve approach 
is limited for offshore wind power. 
																																																								
8 The work of Coulomb and Neuhoff [80] is an exception in this regard as the authors adjust turbine 
costs in an attempt to take into account the fact that bigger turbines tend to be exposed to higher wind 
speeds and, therefore, produce more energy per installed capacity. Without this adjustment, their 
learning rate for onshore wind power plants built in Germany between 1991 and 2003 would be 11% 
instead of 13%. 
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As for onshore wind power plants, increases in commodity prices during the first 
decade of the century are thought to have played a role in (temporarily) reversing the 
trend of declining costs. Van der Zwaan et al. [90] find that correcting for copper and 
steel price increases leads to an increase in the wind offshore learning rate of 3% 
(from 0% to 3%). Likewise, the tight market for wind turbines and components (see 
discussion above in relation to onshore wind) during much of the first decade of the 
century is also likely to have led to higher prices for offshore wind power plants.  
While Voormolen et al. [91] do not derive a learning rate for offshore wind power, 
they analyse the development of offshore wind farm investment costs in Europe 
between the year 2000 and January 2015 and find that investment costs, as well as 
the levelized cost of electricity, increased during this period. Correcting for 
commodity price changes and locational characteristics (distance to shore and ocean 
depth) shows a slowly decreasing trend for the period from 2000 to 2008. This is 
largely in line with the findings from van der Zwaan et al. [90], who use investment 
cost data up to 2008. However, Voormolen et al. [91] identify cost increases between 
2008 and 2015 even after correcting for commodity price changes and locational 
characteristics. The authors infer that there must have been additional factors leading 
to cost increases and they suggest that limited competition and bottlenecks in the 
supply chain for offshore wind power plants are likely to have driven up prices. 
Solar PV power plants 
The PV learning rates listed in Table A-3 are either for all types of PV systems on the 
market (a market which has always been dominated by PV systems using silicon 
modules), or specifically for PV systems using silicon modules. Only a few studies 
have looked at learning rates for non-silicon PV technology, such as cadmium-
telluride thin film modules [92], or for concentrating PV systems [93]. 
Most of the identified learning rate studies for PV technology construct global one-
factor experience curves using specific module prices. The learning rates of these 
experience curves are typically between 15% and 25%. No flattening of the PV 
experience curve is observed over time when module price data for more recent 
years is included. While most solar PV learning rate studies focus on module costs, 
there are indications that balance of system costs have decreased in the past to at 
least a similar extent to PV module costs [19,94,95]. 
Solar thermal power plants 
Two recent studies [74,96] deriving global experience curves for solar thermal power 
plants include not only solar thermal power plants built during the 1980s in the USA 
but also plants built more recently (mostly in Spain and the USA). They find similar 
learning rates of 10% and 11% respectively. The most recent study identified [97] 
finds a learning rate of 16% for parabolic trough plants built in Spain between 2006 
and 2011. 
However, literature results for learning rates of solar thermal power plants need to be 
treated with special care, as so far relatively few such plants have been built, 
investment cost data is not fully transparent for all power plant projects and 
comparisons of costs or prices are complicated by major differences in power plant 
characteristics – some solar thermal power plants are equipped with expensive 
thermal storage devices enabling them to generate electricity even during times 
when there is no or insufficient sunshine, while others are not. Furthermore, there are 
different types of solar thermal power plant technologies, most notably the parabolic 
trough and the power tower design. These different types of technologies may also 
exhibit different learning rates [98]. 
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Looking only at CSP projects from a certain developer within one country and using 
identical technology, Feldman et al. [99] find learning rates of between 5% and 12% 
for plants built in Spain and the USA, with an average rate of 8.5%. 
Biomass power plants 
Experience curves for biomass power plants are difficult to construct as there are 
variations in the characteristics of such plants, concerning the type of technology 
used, plant size and the type of biomass feedstock used. Perhaps as a consequence, 
only a few literature sources derive experience curves for biomass power plants. The 
three studies identified [23,59,69] provide learning rates for the specific generation 
costs in the European Union, Sweden and China, respectively. They find learning 
rates of between 2% and 15%. For biomass feedstock (not shown in Table A-5), 
learning rates of about 10% to 45% have been found in the literature [23,100,101]. 

3.3. Nuclear power plants 
Only a few literature sources derive industry level experience curves for nuclear 
power plants. Two of the three sources identified refer to nuclear power plants built in 
the USA during the 1960s and 1970s. One study [46] uses specific investment cost 
data from plants built between 1960 and 1973 and finds a learning rate of 22%, while 
the other study [102] uses specific investment cost data from plants completed 
between 1971 and 1978 and derives a learning rate of -49%, suggesting cost 
increases or “negative learning”. While these learning rates appear to be 
irreconcilable, they can be explained in the main by the different time periods 
analysed. Cost increases for nuclear power plants built in the US appear to have set 
in by the early 1970s. Komanoff [102] interprets the negative learning rate as an 
indication that growth in nuclear power capacity leads to stricter safety regulations 
which, in turn, increase specific power plant costs. A more recent study [68] also 
found a negative industry level learning rate (-17%) for nuclear power plants built in 
France between 1978 and 2002.  
Factors that have exerted upward pressure on the costs of nuclear power plants are 
thought to include [103]: 

• Increased technological complexity in part due to ever larger plants 
• Deterioration of the quality of sites available for new plants 
• Increase in prices for commodities and skilled labour  
• Continuous changes and tightening of regulations 

A number of additional studies [for example 78,79,103–105] have analysed the cost 
developments of nuclear power plants built in several countries: mostly in France, 
Japan and the USA. For most countries they find significant investment cost 
increases for newly built plants since the 1970s, but do not attempt to derive country 
level or even global experience curves and learning rates.  
Some studies [for example 47,48,50,52,106] have looked at learning rates for 
construction companies or utility companies building nuclear power plants in the USA 
and have found evidence of company level learning. Rangel and Lévêque [68] also 
report a type of learning in nuclear power plant construction. Their linear regression 
analysis of the costs of nuclear power plants in France finds evidence for learning 
effects when confining the analysis to individual groups or types of reactors. However, 
the learning rate they derive is relatively small (about 3%). Berthélemy and Rangel 
[47], in their analysis of nuclear cost data from both France and the USA, find 
significant learning with a rate of about 10% to 12% for individual types of reactors 
when these are also built by the same architect-engineering (A-E) company. 
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3.4. Fossil fuel power plants 
Coal power plants 
A limited number of studies construct experience curves for coal power plants. The 
three studies identified [30,46,107] find learning rates of 6% to 12% for the specific 
investment costs of coal power plants or the specific costs of subcritical pulverised 
coal boilers. All price data is from the USA, while the experience variable is either 
based on global deployment levels (in one of the studies) or on US deployment levels 
(in two studies). 
Despite the positive learning rates derived over the observed periods as a whole, the 
three studies show cost increases since about the early 1970s. According to the 
literature, the main reasons for the increases in specific investment costs observed 
over recent decades are: 

• stricter environmental regulations forcing coal power plant owners to invest 
more in air pollution control technologies; 

• increased prices for commodities and skilled labour; 
• and the use of more complex technologies and higher quality materials in 

order to increase the plants’ thermal efficiency. 
Natural gas power plants 
Only a few literature sources derive experience curves for natural gas power plants. 
Two such studies have been identified for this article. A study by Ostwald and 
Reisdorf [46] finds a learning rate of 15% for specific investment costs of natural gas 
power plants in the Mountain States of the USA between 1949 and 1968. However, 
this study has a very narrow definition of the learning system boundary (only 
Mountain States of the USA) and neglects any learning acquired by building natural 
gas power plants prior to 1949. The more recent study by Colpier and Cornland [108] 
takes global experience into account and analyses specific investment costs solely 
for combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) built between 1981 and 1997. It 
distinguishes between two periods, deriving a learning rate of -13% for the period 
1981 to 1991 and a learning rate of 25% for the period 1991 to 1997.  
The study by Colpier and Cornland [108] also derives a learning rate for the specific 
generation costs of CCGT power plants over the entire period (1981 to 1997) of 15%. 
The authors note that if the natural gas price reductions observed over the analysed 
period had not occurred, the learning rate would have only been 6%. 

4. Deriving plausible future learning rates for electricity generation 
technologies 

This section provides estimates of future one-factor learning rates for electricity 
generation technologies. The estimates are based on the findings from the literature 
review of historic learning rates discussed in Section 3, as well as on the findings 
from a complementary literature review [43] which looked at factors beyond 
experience that affect these technologies’ costs. “Best guess” estimates for the future 
learning rates of individual technologies are provided. In addition, for each 
technology a range is derived which provides a lower and upper estimate and which 
aims to reflect the uncertainty associated with estimating future learning rates. Both 
the “best guess” estimates and the full ranges can be used by energy system 
modellers to parameterize their models.  
It should be noted that the learning rates provided in this section refer to the specific 
investment costs of a technology’s capacity, as opposed to a technology’s electricity 
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generation cost. Learning rates for capacity and for electricity generation can diverge 
if a technology’s typical load factor changes over time. This could be the case in the 
future for wind turbines, which may be further developed with the aim of increasing 
their average load factor. At the same time, the possible future use of less optimal 
wind sites may decrease the average load factor of wind turbines. The typical load 
factors of other types of power plants may also change over time; this could be due, 
for example, to changes in a system’s capacity mix and the associated merit order. A 
divergence of the learning rates for capacity and for electricity generation is also 
possible if the non-investment costs are particularly relevant and if these costs do not 
move in parallel with specific capacity costs. Fuel costs for technologies using fossil 
fuels are especially relevant in this regard. Therefore, for deriving possible future 
electricity generation costs, further assumptions (beyond the assumptions behind the 
following learning rates) need to be made. 
 

Figure 2: Estimates of plausible future learning rate ranges for several important electricity 
generation technologies 

 
 
For the future cost of onshore wind turbines, the key question is whether the 
relatively low one-factor learning rates observed during the past few years will persist, 
or whether the rate will rebound. The answer to this question will depend on future 
material input prices, on the efforts required by manufacturers to adjust their turbines 
to deteriorating average turbine locations and on the future potential to better exploit 
economies of manufacturing scale as turbine designs become increasingly more 
mature (and design changes become less frequent as a result). Assuming no sharp 
long-term increase in material costs, it is reasonable to predict that wind turbine costs 
will decrease moderately in the future with a learning rate of about 5%. Learning 
rates of 10% to almost 20%, as observed in the literature for periods in the 1980s 
and 1990s, are not likely to return as manufacturers no longer benefit from 
economies of unit scale [80,109] and turbine design increasingly needs to be 
adjusted to work optimally at locations with less-than-optimal wind quality. 
While in the past 10 to 15 years specific investment cost increases have been 
observed for offshore wind farms [91], it seems plausible to assume that moderate 
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cost decreases can be expected in the future. There are indications that increased 
investment costs in the past were driven, in part, by the growth of profits along the 
supply chain. These profits can be expected to return to lower levels as the global 
market for offshore wind continues to grow and as competition along the entire 
supply chain increases as a result. Furthermore, engineering studies [110,111], as 
well as the results of several auctions held in 2016 in Europe for constructing 
offshore wind farms [112], indicate that the potential for considerable cost decreases 
exist. It can also be argued that future offshore wind farms will not move indefinitely 
into locations further from the coast and into deeper waters, so the past cost 
increases attributed to this trend can be expected to eventually level off. All these 
considerations indicate that, provided material input prices do not increase 
considerably in the future, moderate cost decreases are likely for offshore wind 
power. However, the site-specific nature of offshore wind, in comparison with 
onshore wind and especially solar PV, suggests that even under favourable 
conditions very high learning rates (e.g. learning rates of more than 10%) are unlikely 
for this technology. 
Including data from more recent years, the global learning rate for PV modules 
shows no signs of levelling off and remains around 20%. Furthermore, engineering 
analysis indicates significant further cost reduction potential [113]. It therefore seems 
plausible to assume a continuation of the learning rate observed in the past, at least 
in the short to medium term. However, a number of studies suggest that increased 
economies of manufacturing scale was a key driver of past PV cost decreases. If this 
is the case, the one-factor learning rate can be expected to decrease once either 
organisational or market limits make it no longer economic to increase PV factory 
sizes. Furthermore, the relatively high learning rate and high growth rates for PV 
technology mean that the physical limits to cost decreases may be reached relatively 
quickly, making it likely that the learning rate will decrease well before this limit is 
reached. However, exactly when such a decrease in the learning rate will occur, and 
to what extent, is difficult to assess a priori.9  Additional research on the future 
learning rate of PV technology, modelling the future evolution of PV manufacturing 
plant sizes and the potential effects of approaching floor costs, could shed light on 
this question. 
Regarding CSP plants, the modular design of the mirror technology should allow for 
significant learning opportunities, while the thermal power generation units used in 
CSP plants are similar in design to those used in conventional power plants, offering 
little potential for additional learning. Based on the limited number of existing studies 
on CSP cost developments, a learning rate of around 8% appears to be plausible for 
the entire plant technology. 
As noted above, for nuclear power the learning rate concept is widely regarded as 
unsuitable for describing past cost developments or predicting future cost 
developments. Experience-driven learning does not seem to be the main factor 
																																																								
9 If it is assumed that the average size of PV manufacturing plants will stop increasing once the global 
PV market is no longer growing, looking at global energy scenarios can shed light on how much longer 
PV manufacturing plants could continue to grow in size. The annual global demand for PV modules 
was around 50 GW in 2015 [114]. In the 2DS scenario of the IEA’s Energy Technology Perspectives 
2015 study [115], global PV capacity reaches 2,755 GW by 2050, while it reaches 9,295 GW in the 
Advanced Energy [R]evolution scenario commissioned by Greenpeace International, Global Wind 
Energy Council and SolarPower Europe [116]. Assuming that the PV capacity in 2050 is the long-term 
capacity required for a sustainable energy system and further assuming a 25 year lifespan for PV 
systems [96], this would mean that the global PV market will grow until it reaches 110 GW annually in 
the 2DS scenario and 372 GW annually in the Advanced Energy [R]evolution scenario. 
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determining the development of this technology’s cost. If the future cost 
developments of nuclear power were nonetheless to be described by a one-factor 
experience curve, a negative learning rate would probably need to be assumed 
based on the experience of the past few decades. Specific costs may carry on rising 
due to reactor designs continuing to change frequently (as security requirements 
become increasingly stringent) and material input prices and labour prices continuing 
to increase. However, it can also be argued that under good conditions (e.g. a 
predictable and steady deployment programme and stable safety standards allowing 
for the construction of many reactors of identical or very similarly design), nuclear 
power plants are likely to exhibit positive learning rates, as under such conditions 
learning effects that have been identified at company level would not be negated by 
the cost-increasing effects of various other factors [79].10 
Since the 1970s, the investment costs of coal power plants appear to have increased, 
due to a large extent to increasing environmental standards. The future learning rate 
for coal power plants can equally be expected to depend largely on changes in 
environmental standards. Assuming that any future changes in these standards will 
only have modest cost-increasing effects, and further assuming that material input 
prices and labour prices will not grow considerably, stable specific costs (i.e. a 
learning rate of around 0%) can probably be expected for the future. Of course, any 
requirements to equip new coal power plants with CCS technology would 
considerably increase specific investments costs, but for these kinds of plants 
specific learning rates would need to be derived [117]. 
Compared to coal power plants, higher learning rates for natural gas power plants 
have been observed – especially since the 1970s. However, few literature sources 
deal with learning rates for natural gas power plants and the few studies available do 
not cover the more recent years. This makes it difficult to estimate a plausible range 
for the future learning rate of natural gas power plants. Based on the available 
literature, a future learning rate of about 6% (with a range of 2% to 15%) appears to 
be reasonable . 

5. Conclusion 
 
This article has reviewed the vast volume of literature on the theory and application 
of experience curves for electricity generation technologies. It has provided a 
systematic overview of the different ways in which such experience curves can be 
constructed and has discussed the learning rates derived from 67 empirical studies 
released between 1979 and 2017 for several electricity generation technologies. The 
article has also provided a structured discussion of the limitations of the experience 
curve theory and its application, deriving suggestions on how to adequately address 
these limitations when constructing experience curves and making use of the 
associated learning rates. Finally, based on the extensive literature review, the article 
has derived plausible future ranges for one-factor learning rates for several electricity 
generation technologies.  
This conclusion first summarises key insights gained from the review and then 
suggests how additional research could help to further improve our understanding of 
past and possible future cost developments of electricity generation technologies. 

																																																								
10 Such a stable environment for the future construction of nuclear power plants is probably difficult to 
achieve, at least in those countries in which there is considerable public opposition to nuclear power. 
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5.1. Key insights gained from the review of the experience curve literature  
For most technologies using renewable energy sources, the literature finds clear 
statistical support for a strong negative correlation between experience and costs. 
The limited number of literature sources establishing learning rates for fossil fuel 
technologies also find negative correlations for the most part, although these 
correlations tend to be weaker than for renewable energy technologies. For nuclear 
power plants, on the other hand, learning effects in the past seem to have been low 
and these have been negated in many countries by other factors influencing 
technology costs. As several authors have noted [for example 78,79], it is doubtful 
whether the experience curve theory is a useful tool for explaining the past cost 
developments of nuclear power plants or the anticipated future costs. 
For PV modules, the correlation between experience and technology costs has been 
remarkably stable for many decades. The observed learning rate of around 20% is 
also exceptionally high compared to other electricity generation technologies. These 
empirical findings concerning the strong cost decline in PV modules are in line with 
theoretical considerations. Small-scale modular technologies, which can be mass-
produced in manufacturing plants and whose installation is largely independent of 
site-specific characteristics, are expected to have the largest potential to benefit from 
learning effects during the design, manufacture and use stages of a technology. 
Despite the apparent relevance of experience to the development of renewable and 
fossil fuel technology costs, the literature review has also shown that additional 
factors may play a considerable role [see also 43]. Commodity price fluctuations, for 
example, have had a significant influence since the mid-2000s, especially on wind 
turbine costs. Stricter environmental and safety regulations have also apparently led 
to upward pressure on the costs of coal power and especially nuclear power in the 
past decades. In many cases, these other factors can be reasonably accurately 
identified, although some uncertainty remains when attempts are made to quantify 
them; for example, to construct multi-factor experience curves. 
Overall, however, the empirical and theoretical insights from the reviewed literature 
suggest that learning does indeed take place as experience is accumulated by a 
technology. It is important to note that not only can experience directly reduce costs 
through experience-induced learning, but it can also indirectly reduce costs through 
its potential effects on other cost-influencing factors. These include both private and 
public RD&D expenses, as well as the potential for realising economies of 
manufacturing and unit scale (upsizing), all of which are likely to be positively related 
to a technology’s experience. This consideration also puts into perspective the 
findings stressed by some authors that not only experience, but also other factors 
such as RD&D and economies of scale, can considerably influence technology costs. 
This is probably true, but it does not necessarily mean that focusing primarily on 
experience as the variable for informing about costs is unjustified. 
However, it is important for researchers to keep in mind the limitations of the 
experience curve concept and the uncertainties associated with using observed 
learning rates to anticipate future cost developments. Modellers should contemplate 
if and how other potentially relevant factors (besides experience) can be taken into 
consideration in their modelling. If possible, modellers should also use ranges of 
future learning rates for individual technologies (see Figure 2) to reflect the associated 
uncertainties, especially given the key role that learning rate estimates can play in 
determining the results of energy system modelling [62,118]. 
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5.2. Suggestions for further research 
The literature review reveals several areas in which further research could help to 
better understand past and possible future cost developments of electricity 
generation technologies. 

• Most available studies derive learning rates in relation to a technology’s 
capacity. In the cases of onshore and offshore wind power, it would be 
informative to have more studies investigating the historic learning rates 
related to electricity generation. This would ensure that efforts made by turbine 
developers to increase a turbine’s full load hours are fully reflected in the 
technology’s learning rates. 

• Future research could investigate whether it would be worthwhile deriving 
separate experience curves for individual components of a technology. To 
date, only a very few such studies exist. CSP power plants could lend 
themselves to this approach. 

• Future research could also investigate whether the correlation between 
experience and specific costs can be improved, for some technologies at least, 
by taking floor costs into consideration, i.e. by using an assumed floor cost 
component that does not learn [74].  

• A few of the more recent studies have attempted to improve the explanatory 
power of learning rates by correcting for past commodity price changes, and 
future research should continue this approach. Similar attempts could be 
made to correct the prices observed for market power; for example, by using 
an industry’s average annual profit rate to adjust the observed prices and so 
possibly obtain prices that are more in line with the actual costs. 

• As many new CSP power plants were built in recent years, collecting 
comprehensive, reliable and long-term cost data for this technology could be 
enlightening. Specifically, the role of public R&D and time relative to the role of 
experience could be analysed for this technology, given the long pause in the 
construction of new CSP plants during the 1990s and early 2000s. 

• Finally, it can be expected that the costs of integrating electricity generation 
from fluctuating renewable energy sources (especially wind and solar) will play 
an increasingly important role in the coming years and decades in determining 
the overall costs of electricity supply. It could, therefore, be worthwhile for 
future research to investigate historic and potential future learning rates of 
technologies such as batteries, large-scale storage devices or fuels cells.11 
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Appendix 
Note: In the following tables, learning rates provided by the original studies that refer to a limited part of the whole time period considered in the 
respective studies are indicated in light font. 

Table A-1: Learning rates found in the literature for onshore wind power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[87] 
Denmark Capacity sales Wind turbine prices 1982-1995 4 0.83 10  

Denmark Capacity sales Generation costs 1980-1991 9 n.s. n.s.  

[86] Global/USA c Number of turbines 
installed Generation costs 1985-1995 18 0.99 b 1 R&D 

[49] Denmark Capacity sales Wind turbine prices 1982-1997 8 n.s. n.s.  

[59] 
USA Electricity generation Generation costs 1985-1994 32 n.s. 4  

EU Electricity generation Generation costs 1980-1995 18 n.s. 10  

[44] 

Denmark Installed capacity Generation costs 1984-1999 8 n.s. 6  

Denmark Installed capacity Generation costs 1984-1988 12 n.s. 3  

Denmark Installed capacity Generation costs 1988-1999 7 n.s. 3  

UK Installed capacity Generation costs 1991-1999 25 n.s. 4  

[122] 

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-2001 6 n.s. 7  

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-1992 -2 n.s. 1  

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1992-1996 11 n.s. 3  

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1996-2001 -3 n.s. 3  

Germany Electricity generation Wind turbine prices 1990-2001 9 n.s. 8  

[123] Denmark Number of turbines Wind turbine prices 1983-1998 18 0.82 b 4  
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produced 

Denmark Produced capacity  Wind turbine prices 1983-1998 9 0.95 b 7 Time trend and annual export 
share 

Denmark Number of turbines 
produced 

Wind turbine prices 1983-1998 11 0.94 b 4 Time trend and annual export 
share  

Denmark Number of turbines 
produced 

Wind turbine prices 1983-1998 9 0.95 b 4 Time trend, annual export share 
and project scale 

[42] Global Installed capacity Investment costs 1971-1997 10 0.8 n.s. R&D 

[88] 

Denmark Installed capacity Investment costs 1981-2000 10 0.92 8  

Denmark Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1981-2000 9 0.94 8  

Denmark Produced capacity Wind turbine prices 1981-2000 8 0.84 10  

Denmark Produced capacity Generation costs 1981-2000 17 0.97 10  

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 6 0.88 11  

Germany Produced capacity  Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 6 0.74 8  

Spain Installed capacity Investment costs 1984-2000 9 0.85 15  

Sweden Installed capacity Investment costs 1994-2000 4 0.32 5  

[14] 
Global/Spain c Installed capacity Investment costs 1990-2001 15 0.89 4  

Global/UK c Installed capacity Investment costs 1992-2001 19 0.98 3  

[124] Germany, 
Denmark, UK Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 5 0.72 b 7 R&D 

[125] 
Japan Installed capacity Investment costs 1990-2003 11 0.42 8  

Japan Installed capacity Investment costs 2000-2003 8 0.59 2  

[80] 
Global/ 

Germany c Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1991-2003 11 n.s. 4  

Global/ Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1991-2003 13 n.s. 4 Turbine scale and higher wind 
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Germany c speeds at higher tower heights  

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1991-2003 7 n.s. 7  

[126] 

Germany, 
Denmark, UK Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 5 0.72 b n.s R&D 

Germany, 
Denmark, UK, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 7 0.83 b n.s R&D 

Germany, 
Denmark, UK, 

USA 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2002 7 0.50 b n.s R&D 

Germany, 
Denmark, UK, 

Spain, USA 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2002 7 0.65 b n.s R&D 

[81] Global Installed capacity Investment costs 1981-1997 14 0.95 b n.s. R&D 

[58] 

Germany Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 5 0.71 b n.s  

Germany Electricity generation Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 7 0.76 b n.s  

Denmark Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 11 0.83 b n.s  

Denmark Electricity generation Wind turbine prices 1987-2000 13 0.96 b n.s  

[127] 
Germany, UK, 

Denmark, 
Spain 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 3 0.81 7 R&D, turbine scale and feed-in 
tariff level 

[65] 

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 5 0.64 b 7  

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1992-2000 8 0.67 b 4  

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Electricity generation Investment costs 1986-2000 6 0.67 b n.s.  
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Spain 

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 4 0.73 b 7 R&D 

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 2 0.74 b 7 R&D and turbine scale 

Germany, UK, 
Denmark, 

Spain 
Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2000 8 0.96 b 7 R&D and identified endogeneity 

between cost and deployment 

[72] Global/ 
California c Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1981-2004 11 0.75 12  

[128] 

EU/Denmark Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-2009 7 0.65 7  

EU/Denmark Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-2001 9 0.95 5  

EU/Denmark Installed capacity Price of electricity 1998-2009 10 0.97 3  

[57] 

Global/ 
Germany, 
Denmark, 

Spain, Sweden, 
UK c 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1986-2002 17 0.88 4 R&D and turbine scale 

[129] 
China Installed capacity Price of electricity 2003-2007 8 0.44 3  

China Installed capacity Price of electricity 2003-2007 4 0.63 3 Steel price, project size, wind 
quality and localisation rate 

[89] 

India Installed capacity Investment costs 2006-2011 17 0.56 b n.s. 
Project size, capacity factor, 

steel price, exchange rate, time 
trend and region  

India Installed capacity Generation costs 2006-2011 18 0.67 n.s. 
Project size, capacity factor, 

steel price, exchange rate, time 
trend and region  
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[38,130] 
Global/USA c Installed capacity Investment costs 1982-2014 7 n.s. 12  

Global/USA c Installed capacity Investment costs 1982-2004 14 n.s. 9  

[11] 
Global Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-2012 4 0.80 7  

Global Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1990-2012 2 0.84 b 7 R&D 

[131] China Installed capacity Generation costs 2004-2011 4 0.65 6  

[132] China Installed capacity Generation costs 1997-2012 5 n.s. n.s.  

[15] 

China Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1998-2012 8 0.80 b 8  

China Installed capacity Wind turbine prices 1998-2012 9 0.99 8 
R&D, turbine scale, labour 
price, cost of capital, steel 

price, fibre/resin price 

[67] 

Global/Eight 
EU countries 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 8 0.37 b 6 Steel price 

Global/Eight 
EU countries Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 7 0.36 b 6 Steel price, cumulative 

installed national capacity 

Global/Eight 
EU countries Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 6 0.39 b 6 Steel price, R&D 

Global/Eight 
EU countries Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 5 0.43 b 6 Steel price, R&D, feed-in-tariff 

level 

 
a For reasons of clarity, the term “investment costs” as used in this table also covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources 
which refer to “total installation costs” [88], “turnkey investment costs” [14], “(total) project costs” [38,125,130] or “capital costs” [81]. The (limited) 
information provided by the studies in relation to the cost elements included suggests that there are no major differences between their respective 
cost definitions. 
b Numbers refer to the adjusted R2. Unlike R2, the adjusted R2 does not automatically increase as more explanatory variables are added. Instead, 
the adjusted R2 only increases when additional explanatory variables improve the R2 more than would be expected by chance. 
c The geographical domains of the dependent and the independent variables differ in these experience curves. The region named first refers to the 
independent variable, while the state, country or countries named after the slash refer(s) to the geographical domain of the dependent variable. 
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Table A-2: Learning rates found in the literature for offshore wind power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[45] 

Global Installed capacity b Investment costs 1991-2007  3 0.06 8  

Global Installed capacity b Investment costs 1991-2001 10 0.62 6  

Global Installed capacity b Investment costs 2001-2007  -13 0.17 2  

[90] 

Denmark, the 
Netherlands, 
Sweden, UK 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 0 0.31 8  

Denmark, the 
Netherlands, 
Sweden, UK 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2008 3 0.49 8 Copper and steel prices 

Denmark, the 
Netherlands, 
Sweden, UK 

Installed capacity Investment costs 1991-2005 5 0.57 7 Copper and steel prices 

 
a For reasons of clarity, the term “investment costs” as used in this table covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources as 
“total installation cost” [45] or “turbine production plus installation cost” [90]. The (limited) information provided by the studies in relation to the cost 
elements included suggests that there are no major differences between their respective cost definitions. 
b This source includes mostly historic cost data, but also a few data sources based on the forecast costs for offshore wind farm projects that had 
not been realised at the time of writing.  
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Table A-3: Learning rates found in the literature for solar photovoltaic (PV) technology 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[133] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-1992 18 n.s. 10  

[134] USA Sold capacity Module prices 1976-1988 22 0.98 9  

[59] 

European 
Union Electricity generation Generation costs 1985-1995 35 n.s. 5  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-1984 16 n.s. 7  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1987-1996 21 n.s. 2  

[135] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1968-1998 20 n.s. 13  

[136] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2000 20 0.99 12  

[137] 

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1981-2000 23 0.99 7  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1981-1990 20 0.98 4  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1991-2000 23 0.98 2  

[138] 
Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2002 25 n.s. 9  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1989-2002 19 n.s. 3  

[19] 

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2001 20 0.99 12  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1987-2001 23 0.93 4  

Europe Installed capacity Balance of system 
prices 1992-2001 21 0.78 5  

The 
Netherlands Installed capacity Balance of system 

prices 1992-2001 19 0.93 9  

[139] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2003 20 n.s. 13  
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[94] 

Global/ 
Germany d Produced capacity Module prices 1992-2002 16 0.73 3  

Global/ 
Germany d Produced capacity Generation costs 1992-2002 35 0.95 3  

Germany Installed capacity Generation costs 1992-2002 19 0.97 6  

Germany Installed capacity System prices 1992-2002 24 0.92 3  

[81] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1975-2000 18 0.99 10 R&D 

[29] a 
Global Produced capacity Module prices 1978-2001 26 n.s. 11  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2001 17 n.s. 10  

[140] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1979-2005 19 n.s. 7  

[58] 

USA Produced capacity Module costs 1990-2000 23 0.97 b n.s.  

USA Produced capacity Module prices 1990-2000 20 0.95 b n.s.  

USA Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2000 32 0.93 b 2  

Germany Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2000 15 0.95 b 5  

Switzerland Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2000 10 0.82 b 2  

USA, Germany, 
Switzerland Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2000 17 0.82 b 2  

USA, Germany, 
Switzerland Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2000 10 0.84 b 2 Time trend 

[95] 
Global Installed capacity Module prices 1975-2003 23 0.99 12  

Global Installed capacity System prices 1991-2004 27 0.88 4  

[71] 

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2006 21 0.99 15  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1991-2000 30 0.98 2  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1997-2006 12 n.s. 4  
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[141] 
Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2010 19 n.s. 16  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2003 23 n.s. 12  

[92] 

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2010 23 n.s. 14  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-1988 30 n.s. 6  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1988-2010 17 n.s. 8  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1988-2010 14 n.s. 8 PV module efficiency 

[24] 

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2006 20 0.98 15  

Global Produced capacity Module prices 1976-2006 14 0.99 15 
Economies of manufacturing 

scale, silver and silicon prices, 
R&D 

[41] Global Produced capacity Module prices 1990-2011 20 n.s. 9 Silicon prices c 

[142] 
Global Installed capacity Module prices 1976-2010 21 0.91 13  

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1991-2010 15 0.84 9  

[35] 
Global Installed capacity Module prices 1988-2006 14 0.87 5  

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1988-2006 8 0.97 5 Silicon prices 

[143] 
South Korea Electricity generation Generation costs 2004-2011 3 0.93 n.s.  

South Korea Electricity generation Generation costs 2004-2011 2 0.96 b n.s. R&D 

[11] 

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2012 17 0.78 8  

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1992-2012 10 0.82 b 8 R&D, PV module 
overcapacities (2011, 2012) 

Germany Installed capacity System costs 1991-2012 13 0.75 15  

[132] China Installed capacity Generation costs 1976-2009 25 n.s. n.s.  

[144] 
Taiwan Installed capacity Installation costs 2000-2014 10 0.87 b n.s.  

Taiwan Installed capacity Installation costs 2000-2014 12 0.97 b n.s. Silicon prices 
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[99] Global Installed capacity Module prices 1976-2014 21 n.s. 19  

[17] 

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1981-2013 24 0.97 e 12  

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1981-2013 23 0.98 e 12 Silicon prices 

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1993-2013 25 0.98 e 8 Silicon prices 

Global Installed capacity Module prices 1993-2013 35 n.a. e 8 Silicon prices, fossil fuel 
energy prices 

 
a The two different learning rates provided by this source are based on two different sets of historic data on cost and experience. 
b Numbers refer to the adjusted R2. Unlike R2, the adjusted R2 does not automatically increase as more explanatory variables are added. Instead, 
the adjusted R2 only increases when additional explanatory variables improve the R2 more than would be expected by chance. 
c The study tests the explanatory power of three additional variables (silver prices, economies of scale in manufacturing and R&D) in various 
combinations but finds the specification with only experience and silicon prices as the independent variables to be the best. 
d The geographical domains of the dependent and the independent variables differ in these experience curves. The region named first refers to the 
independent variable, while the country named after the slash refers to the geographical domain of the dependent variable. 
e These R2 values were kindly provided by the author of the article [17], Ignacio Mauleón, based on personal communication in February 2017. In 
his article, Mauleón does not report any R2 values, but instead reports for each of his models the sum of squared residuals and the standard 
deviation of the errors. These are more meaningful indicators of the goodness of fit of each model than the R2, according to Mauleón. However, in 
this table only the values for R2 are reported, as R2 is the value that is by far the most common in the reviewed literature sources. The fourth model 
listed here from [17] does not have a proper R2, since it is the reduced form of a two equations structural model. 
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Table A-4: Learning rates found in the literature for concentrating solar thermal power (CSP) plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[145] USA Installed capacity Investment costs 1984-1990 12 n.s. 5  

[95] 
USA Installed capacity Investment costs 1985-1991 3 0.12 4  

USA Electricity generation O&M costs 1992-1998 35 0.93 2  

[96] Global Installed capacity Investment costs 1984-2010 11 n.s. 6  

[74] Global Installed capacity Investment costs 2002-2013 10 n.s. n.s. 
Plant configuration (size of the 

solar field and the thermal 
storage) 

[97] Spain Installed capacity 
(parabolic trough) Investment costs 2006-2011 16 n.s. 3 

Plant configuration (size of the 
solar field and the thermal 

storage) 
 

a For reasons of clarity, the term “investment costs” as used in this table also covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources as 
“capital costs” [95,145].  
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Table A-5: Learning rates found in the literature for biomass power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[59] European 
Union Electricity generation Generation costs 1980-1995 15 n.s. 2  

[23] Sweden Electricity generation Generation costs 1990-2002 8 0.88 n.s.  

[69] 

China Installed capacity Investment costs 2005-2012 6 0.27 2  

China Installed capacity Investment costs 2005-2012 6 0.35 2 Plant size, steel price, 
company ownership 

China Installed capacity Generation costs 2005-2012 2 0.12 2  

China Installed capacity Generation costs 2005-2012 6 0.23 2 Time trend 

China Installed capacity Generation costs 2005-2012 6 0.41 2 
Plant size, company 

ownership, labour cost, fuel 
price, location, time trend 
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Table A-6: Learning rates found in the literature for nuclear power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[46] USA Number of plants built Investment costs 1960-1973 22 0.2 5  

[102] USA Capacity installed and 
being built Investment costs 1971-1978 -49 0.91 b 2 

Plant location, architect-
engineer experience, unit 
scale, multiple units at the 

same site and need for 
cooling towers c 

[68] France Number of plants built Investment costs 1978-2002 -17 n.s. 6 

Unit scale, labour costs, 
reactor group/type 
experience, plant 
reliability/safety 

 
a As in the other tables, the term “investment costs” covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources that relate to the costs of 
power plant projects. Ostwald and Reisdorf [46] and Komanoff [102] use the term “capital costs”, while Rangel and Lévêque [68] use the term 
“construction cost”.  
b Number refers to the adjusted R2. Unlike R2, the adjusted R2 does not automatically increase as more explanatory variables are added. Instead, 
the adjusted R2 only increases when additional explanatory variables improve the R2 more than would be expected by chance. 
c The study tests the explanatory power of five additional variables (reactor type (boiling or pressurised water reactor), reactor manufacturer, 
regional seismic potential, proximity to centres and licensing time) but does not find any of these to correlate significantly with nuclear costs. 
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Table A-7: Learning rates found in the literature for coal power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[46] 

Mountain 
States of the 

USA b 
Number of plants built Investment costs 1957-1976 8 c 0.12 5  

Mountain 
States of the 

USA b 
Number of plants built Investment costs 1957-1973 13 c n.s. 4  

Mountain 
States of the 

USA b 
Number of plants built Investment costs 1973-1976 -13 c n.s. < 1  

[30] 

Global/USA d 
Installed capacity 

(pulverised coal power 
plants only) 

Cost of subcritical 
PC boiler d 1942-1999 6 n.s. 9  

Global/USA d 
Installed capacity 

(pulverised coal power 
plants only) 

Non-fuel O&M costs 
e 1929-1997 8 n.s. 13  

[107] USA Number of plants built Investment costs 1902-2006 12 n.s. 9  
 

a As in the other tables, the term “investment costs” covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources that relate to the costs of 
power plant projects. The two literature sources listed here that refer to project costs use the terms “capital costs” [46] or “construction costs” [107].  
b The Mountain States of the USA consist of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming. 
c In deriving this learning rate, the study neglects the experience gained from coal power plants built prior to 1957. 
d The geographical domains of the dependent and the independent variables differ in these experience curves. The region named first refers to the 
independent variable, while the country named after the slash refers to the geographical domain of the dependent variable. 
e Cost data is taken from 12 actual US plants constructed between 1942 and 1973 and from one hypothetical plant described in a 1999 study by 
the U.S. Department of Energy.  
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Table A-8: Learning rates found in the literature for natural gas power plants 

Literature 
source 

Geographical 
domain 

Experience  
(in cumulative terms) 

Costs or prices a  

(in specific terms)  Period Learning 
rate (%) R2 

Number of 
doublings 

of 
experience 

Additional independent 
variable(s) controlled for 

[46] 
Mountain 

States of the 
USA b 

Number of plants built Specific investment 
costs 1949-1968 15 c 0.48 5  

[108] 

Global/Europe 
and North 
America d 

Installed capacity 
(CCGT only) Investment costs 1981-1991 -13 0.41 2  

Global/Europe 
and North 
America d 

Installed capacity 
(CCGT only) Investment costs 1991-1997 25 0.9 2  

Global/Europe 
and North 
America d 

Electricity generation 
(CCGT only) Generation costs 1981-1997 15 n.s. 4  

Global/Europe 
and North 
America d 

Electricity generation 
(CCGT only) Generation costs 1981-1997 6 n.s. 4 Natural gas price 

 
a As in the other tables, the term “investment costs” covers the dependent variables referred to in the literature sources that relate to the costs of 
power plant projects. The two literature sources listed here use the terms “capital costs” [46] or “investment prices” [108].  
b The Mountain States of the USA consist of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming. 
c In deriving this learning rate, the study neglects the experience gained from natural gas power plants built prior to 1949. 
d The geographical domains of the dependent and the independent variables differ in these experience curves. The region named first refers to the 
independent variable, while the regions named after the slash refer to the geographical domain of the dependent variable. 
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